
Petri™   Furnishings

Eco™ Group

Petri™ Furnishings and Eco™ Group are

appropriate choices for the customer

seeking a quality wood office environ-

ment. This collection is a competitively

priced, classic, and successful furniture

concept that offers wire management,

unlimited workstation configurations, and

a wide array of both material choices 

and wood finish selections. Petri Furnish-

ings are designed for both private offices

and open plan applications. Desk and

conference tables, and matching wood

chairs provide for unrivaled continuity 

in the office environment. Both products

carry the Geiger 12-year warranty.
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> classic details  > exceptional finishes  > comprehensive service  > design continuity  > unparalleled versatility 

Petri™

Furnishings



Petri™ Furnishings is one of the industry’s most

versatile, classic, and successful furniture con-

cepts. One of its strengths is the wide array of

options available to meet the needs of individual

customers. Eight pulls are available to suit any

visual requirement including the subtle Wood

Pull, the more modern Dome Pull, or the transi-

tional Vienna Pull. Petri™ Furnishing’s tops are 

11/2” thick and can be specified in an extensive

variety of solid edge details. A design statement 
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Petri™ Furnishings

Kneespace Credenza

Finish: Natural Maple

Pulls: Vienna 

Edge Detail: Bullnose 

Base: Natural Cherry

Table: Quattro™ Table 

Desk Chair: Contour II™

Guest Chair: Sonata™

can be completed by choosing one of fourteen

edge details, including such distinguished shapes

as the Waterfall, Stepped Bullnose, and Knife

edges. Bases in this collection, all 21/2” high, can

be specified in one of thirty elegant wood finish

options or in one of five metal finishes. Along 

with other options such as wood finish selection,

trim detail selection, marquetry, or metal inlay,

Petri™ Furnishings may be tailored for a unique

design statement.



Finish materials have a great impact on the long-term enjoyment and value derived from a

customer’s investment. Geiger’s wood finish selection ranges from premium woods such as 

maple, cherry, and anigre to exotic woods such as bird’s-eye maple and pearwood, many of 

which are available in a variety of stains. Geiger’s veneers are top quality “export-sliced” 

veneers. Flat-cut veneers are book matched, while quarter-cut veneers are slip matched. Geiger’s

specially formulated urethane finish is substantially more resistant to chemicals than catalyzed 

lacquer, and contains none of the formaldehyde found in conversion varnishes. It requires 

no maintenance, except for the occasional wipe down with a damp cloth, minimizing the long-

term cost of ownership. Additionally, urethane’s superior adhesion prevents delamination of 

layers of finish, resulting in the long-lasting quality appearance of the furnishings. 
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Petri™ Furnishings

Kneespace Credenza with runoff 

conference top and Upper Storage

Finish: Medium Brown Anigre 

Pulls: Flush 

Edge Detail: Stepped Quarter Radius 

Base: Medium Brown Anigre 

Desk Chair: Attaché™



Though Geiger is known for its classic products and commitment to distinguished design, it is the

desire to excel in all disciplines that sets the company apart. Historically, the simplest measure of a

company was the manner in which it “stood behind its products.” Standing behind one’s products

is no less important today, but in addition to customer commitment, requires an ever-greater range

of expertise to ensure that a company remains vital and competitive. Continuous innovation in

design, information and manufacturing management, and service ensure that Geiger will be thriving

and fulfilling its promises beyond the life of the twelve-year warranty. 
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Petri™ Furnishings

U-Station with conference desk

and wooden leg

Finish: Walnut on Cherry

Pulls: Wave 

Edge Detail: Stepped Waterfall 

Base: Walnut on Cherry 

Desk Chair: Contour II™



Geiger is committed to providing its customers 

with a full range of product choices to enhance 

its Petri™ Furnishings. In addition to casegoods,

Geiger has had a distinctive occasional and 

conference table collection for over 30 years, 

and continues to design and manufacture a wide

variety of wood and metal tables. Additionally,

Geiger has one of the most comprehensive seating

collections in the industry. From guest chairs, to

lounge seating, to swivel chairs, Geiger’s seating 

will compliment any design statement.
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Petri™ Furnishings

Kneespace Credenza with 

Electrical access door

Finish: Natural maple cases  
with birds-eye maple tops

Pulls: Linear, satin chrome 

Edge Detail: Quarter Round 

Base: Satin chrome

Table: Quattro™ Table 

Desk Chair: Pompa II™



Petri™ Furnishings are more adaptable and affordable than ever, with a broad range of additions.

The clean, elegant lines of Petri Furnishings may be tailored to each customer using the broad

palette of detail choices. Both contemporary and transitional styling is possible, depending upon

the choice of veneer, color, edge detail, drawer pull, top shape, organizers, storage – mobile or

fixed. Additionally, a wire management system is integral to Petri Furnishings, and Petri CaseSystem™

products are available to provide compatibility between systems and private office furniture. 

Eco™ Group features the same range of products and choices but lessens the visual detail slightly

by eliminating the 21/2” separate base. The grain runs continuously from the top of case end 

panels to the floor.
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Petri™ Furnishings

Desk with Kneespace Credenza and 

Vertical and Upper storage units

Finish: Golden Anigre

Pulls: Flush 

Edge Detail: Waterfall 

Base: Golden Anigre 

Desk Chair: Attaché™



Petri™ Furnishings

Kneespace Credenza with 

Overhead/Tower unit

Finish: Natural Beech

Pulls: Half Round 

Edge Detail: Stepped Quarter Radius 

Base: Natural Cherry

Table: Telio™ Table 

Desk Chair: Pompa II™

Guest Chair: Jewel™



Petri™ Furnishings

Recessed-front desk with Kneespace 

Credenza and Overhead/Tower unit

Finish: Golden Anigre

Pulls: Brass Knob Pulls 

Edge Detail: Classical 

Base: Golden Anigre

Desk Chair: Executive™

Guest Chair: Emile slatback™



> classic details  > exceptional finishes  > comprehensive service  > design continuity  > unparalleled versatility  >>>>>> economy

Eco™

Group

Petri™ Furnishings without the base – 
an ideal option for price sensitive projects.



Eco™ Group

Ellipsoid runoff desk, Upper Storage 

Unit, Desktop Organizer, Mobile 

Pedestal, and Combination Vertical 

Storage Unit with separate top.

Finish: Golden Sapele

Pulls: Stepped Tab, chrome 

Edge Detail: Oval 

Occasional Table: Round Series™

Desk Chair: Pompa II™ Open Arm 

Guest Chair: Bankers Series™ Lounge



Eco™ Group

Ellipsoid Desk, Rear Unit, and Upper

Bookcase

Finish: Natural Anigre

Pulls: Wood 

Edge Detail: Square 

Desk Chair: Contour II™

Guest Chair: Pinpoint™


